Support for the

MODERN WORKPLACE
Enabling EFFECTIVE COLLABORATION for a MOBILE WORKFORCE

A

s companies become more virtual and dispersed across multiple geographies, connecting employees
becomes more critical. In a recent survey, three out of four employers rated teamwork and collaboration
as “very important”. Yet almost four out of ten employees in the same survey said people in their
organizations don’t collaborate enough.1 This statistic becomes valuable when we take into consideration that
the number of telecommuting workers has increase by 115% in the last decade alone. This amounts to an
astounding 3.9 million telecommunication workers.2
Enabling successful collaboration for multi-site companies with a remote workforce requires a robust, integrated
technology stack. Unified communications, mobile applications, and a fully integrated system infrastructure
are crucial to enable total engagement across the entire enterprise.
DynTek’s cloud-based collaboration and productivity solutions enable complete automation and integration
between your worker’s phones, laptops, and other UC devices. This allows them to have an idea at their desk,
flesh it out from the back seat of an Uber on the way to an airport, and send a draft to colleagues from the hotel
room later that day. When your employees can work from anywhere, on any device, they’re more productive.
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Working from home is really have a moment, by Kathryn Vasel, CNN Money, June 21, 2017

OUR MODERN WORKPLACE SOLUTION:
Begins with a clear understanding of your business
Is developed to maximize employee engagement

3.9 M

TELECOMMUTING
WORKERS

Is executed by expert staff
Is built on a security first architecture foundation

Our technology experts bring extensive knowledge and broad experience to help you develop and
optimize the appropriate collaboration infrastructure for your specific business needs.

DynTek’s Workplace Offering >>>
OUR MODERN WORKPLACE OFFERING FOCUSES ON THREE MAIN AREAS:

Collaboration &
Unified Communications

Enterprise
Mobility

Desktop
Virtualization
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Collaboration & Unified
Communications >>>
We are the only vendor that takes a
holistic, end-to-end approach to creating
experiences that support the way businesses
and users work in the modern world. With
advanced solutions from industry partners
like Microsoft and Cisco, we mold solutions
that enable the connectivity, collaboration,
and data management that power today’s
mobile work styles and communication
needs.

Enterprise Mobility >>>

Desktop Virtualization >>>

Connecting today’s mobile workforce requires
a flexible enterprise infrastructure. DynTek
has the industry and technology expertise
and resources to develop the appropriate
solution for you to enhance business
productivity and support your mobile workers.
Between BYOD and anytime/anywhere
access, you need to enable mobility while
ensuring the security of your systems. The
Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Suite is a cloudbased mobile management system built
around the user identity to enable employee
productivity anywhere, on any device,
authenticate access to apps and data, and
enable remote device management across
platforms. SharePoint, Office 365 and Skype
for Business provide an integrated tool set
that can help optimize your enterprise mobility.

Our solutions address the unique challenges
of today’s mobile cloud era where a desktop
needs to be delivered securely, consistently,
and persistently to the mobile user on any
device, anywhere, at any time. As a Citrix,
Microsoft and VMware partner, DynTek is
able to provide solutions for enterprise
mobility, speedy hybrid cloud deployments,
and desktop and application virtualization.
We simply and securely deliver Windows
desktops, applications and online services
to your end users across virtual data centers,
virtual machines, and physical devices to
create a more efficient and effective work
environment.

The DynTek Service Engagement Methodology >>>
Our Modern Workplace deployments ensure that employee
engagement and experience are top of mind. Our methodology
combines organizational change management, training, technical
and operational support, and staff as needed to make certain of our
customers success. Every solution can be implemented in the way
that best fits your organizational needs—on-premises, hybrid, or
cloud-based.

The DynTek Difference
Deep knowledge based on the execution of hundreds
of Modern Workplace initiatives
Focus on experiences
Repeatable expert methodology
Complex integration across practices
Operations lifecycle dependability

DynTek offers a broad range of service engagements to help
envision, deploy and support a reliable modern workplace
solution aligned to your critical business requirements. We
offer extensive strategic consulting, assessments, planning and
architecture development, product vetting and recommendation,
proof-of-concept, implementation, migration, optimization, and a
comprehensive support program.

About DynTek
As a national systems integrator and risk management partner,
DynTek Services Inc. delivers exceptional, cost-effective
professional IT consulting services, end-to-end IT solutions,
managed IT services, and IT product sales to a broad range
of commercial and public organizations. We provide aligned
technology solutions and strategic guidance to help overcome
your business challenges.
By combining outstanding technical expertise with responsive
customer service, DynTek provides you with the most effective
technology solutions in the industry.

Delivery scale
Strategic vendor alignment
National footprint
Single point of contact backed by an extensive
support team
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